Synchronous global assessment of gene and protein expression in colorectal cancer progression.
Well-established models of colorectal cancer progression are based on the idea that the disease evolves through a multistep process involving sequential genetic mutations, suggesting that progression through clinically defined stages should correlate with well-defined patterns of gene expression. The majority of studies to date, however, have assessed these processes one gene and one protein at a time. We report the first comprehensive assessment of both gene and protein expression performed in parallel across progressive stages of human colorectal neoplasia. Remarkably, despite the global nature of the gene expression assessment, very few genes could be linked with certainty to specific proteins through currently available annotations. Furthermore, the correlation of expression between identified genes and proteins was poor. Nevertheless, both produced expression signatures that differentiated normal mucosa and nonmalignant adenomas from each other and from the malignant carcinomas and both produced fairly consistent subclasses of the malignancies, suggesting that a molecular staging might be more appropriate provided that these profiles can be tied to clinical outcome. This is potentially important as clinical staging is widely used as a prognostic indicator and used in the decision to pursue adjuvant therapies.